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Statistically compelling anomalies in multi-lepton final states at the Large Hadron Collider, LHC,
have been reported in Refs. [1, 2]. These can be interpreted in terms of the production of a heavy
boson, H, decaying into a Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson, h, and a singlet scalar, S, which
is treated as a SM Higgs-like boson, where mH ≈ 270 GeV and mS ≈ 150 GeV. This process
would affect the measurement of the W h signal strength at the LHC, where h is produced in
association with leptons and di-jets. Here, h would be produced with lower transverse momentum,
pT h , compared to the SM process. Provided that no stringent requirements are made on pT h , the
signal strength of W h is µ(W h) = 2.51 ± 0.43, which corresponds to a deviation from the SM of
3.5σ. This result further enriches the plethora of multi-lepton anomalies at the LHC. If confirmed
with more Run 2 data, this result would indicate that the Higgs boson produced at the LHC is
contaminated with production mechanisms other than in the SM. In turn, this compromises the
ability of high energy proton-proton collisions to gain access to the couplings of the Higgs boson to
SM particles in a model-independent way, as opposed to e+ e− and to, a less extent, e− p collisions.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The discovery of a Higgs boson (h) [3–6] at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) by the ATLAS [7] and CMS [8]
experiments has opened a new chapter in particle physics.
Measurements provided so far indicate that the quantum
numbers of this boson are consistent with those predicted
by the Standard Model (SM) [9, 10], and that the relative branching ratios (BRs) to SM particles follow what
is predicted by the SM. With this in mind, a window
of opportunity now opens for the search for new bosons
and how these would affect the h boson measurements.
The first hints towards the establishment of new heavier
bosons were given in Refs. [11, 12], where a number of
features in data taken during the Run 1 period of the
LHC, including but not limited to some h-related measurements, were investigated. These were embeded into
a 2HDM+S extension of the SM, where S is an electroweak (EW) singlet [12, 13]. If the hints reported in
Refs. [11, 12] are indeed due to the presence of additional bosons, significant excesses could be found in the
LHC data in multi-lepton final states. Significant excesses were first reported in Ref. [1], where Ref. [2] and
subsequent results [14] have demonstrated that the significance of the multi-lepton excesses is now large enough
to exclude these effects being due to statistical fluctuations. A simplified 2HDM+S [12, 13] model, where the
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dominance of the decay H(270) → S(150)h(125)1 is assumed, is able to capture a wide range of excesses that include opposite sign di-leptons, same-sign di-leptons, and
three leptons, with and without the presence of b-tagged
hadronic jets. These are final states with vastly different
cross-sections that a simple hypothesis seems to be able
to describe within existing errors. The excesses reported
in Refs. [1, 2, 14] are the result of the exploration of final states where the parameters were fixed previously in
Ref. [12]. Recall that the parameters of the simplified
model were fixed excepting the size of the H Yukawa
coupling to the top quark, with excesses observed with
Run 1 data. Therefore, the large significance reported in
Ref. [2] is unencumbered by phase-space and parameter
“look elsewhere” effects.
Assuming the dominance H → Sh and S behaving
like a SM Higgs-like boson, H would need to be produced with a cross-section of O(10) pb
√ in proton-proton
collisions with a center of mass of s = 13 TeV. This
cross-section is large enough to significantly impact measurements of h at the LHC. The potential impact can
be ameliorated by considering scenarios where the mass
of H be less than the sum of the mass of h and S,
mH < mS + mh or by reducing the coupling of h to
SM particles [15], or a combination of both. Another option is to consider a large branching ratio of H → SS,
as opposed to H → Sh, which could also be used to describe the multi-lepton excesses reported in Refs. [1, 2, 11]
without strongly affecting the production of h with decay
channels where the h mass can be reconstructed (e.g., γγ
and ZZ → 4`, ` = e, µ).

1

Here, H, S, h correspond to mass ordered scalars in the 2HDM+S
model.
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In Ref. [16] the impact on the measurement of the process H → Sh was evaluated in final states including
h → γγ in association with hadronic jets. In particular, it was demonstrated that the impact on the measurement of h produced via Vector Boson Fusion (VBF)
would be moderate, where the measurement of h in association with W → jj would be affected significantly,
as long as the transverse momentum of h, pT h < mW ,
where mW is the mass of the W boson.
In this article we expand on Ref. [16] by studying the
potential impact on measurements related to W h, W →
jj`ν, ` = e, µ and other relevant final states used in the
measurement of the signal strength of W h by the LHC
experiments. A survey of the existing measurements of
the cross-section of the W h production mechanism from
the ATLAS and CMS experiments is performed, with
emphasis on measurements of the signal strength of the
W h production mechanism in the corner of the phase
space where pT h < mW is explored. Here we evaluate
the size of the deviation from the SM in the production
of W h, as measured by the LHC experiments. The final
states considered here were not included in the statistical
analyses reported in Refs. [1, 2].
The paper is organized as follows: Section II succinctly
describes the simplified model used to model the BSM
signal described above; Section III reports on the available data and the methodology used to study it; Section IV summarizes the findings of the paper and quantifies the size of the observed anomaly in the Higgs boson
data.

II.

THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL

In Refs. [11, 12] the authors postulated the existence of
two new scalar bosons, H and S, where effective interaction vertices were defined. This was further extended by
utilizing a two Higgs doublet model with the addition of a
singlet scalar. This was dubbed the 2HDM+S, where the
model’s implications were used in analyzing multi lepton
data [13]. In this article we have fixed the masses of H
and S with the benchmark values of mH = 270 GeV and
mS = 150 GeV, as determined by the best-fit values obtained from previous studies [1, 11]. It should be noted,
however, that many of the results used to constrain the
masses arise from the non-resonant production of multiple leptons to begin with, and so the distributions that
were used to fit the simplified model were not always significantly sensitive to the masses of the heavy scalars (at
least up to a variation of a few tens of GeV).
In terms of interactions, H is assumed to be linked
to EW symmetry breaking, in that it has Yukawa couplings. The simplified Lagrangian used to describe the
production of H is:
LH = −

1
βg κSM
Gµν Gµν H + βV κSM
Vµ V µ H.
hgg
hV V
4

to gluons and the heavy vector bosons V = W ± , Z, respectively. The first term in Eq. (1) allows for the gluon
fusion (ggF) production mode of H, while the second
term describes the VBF production mode of H. The κSM
hgg
and κSM
are
the
effective
coefficients
for
the
equivalent
hV V
SM Higgs gluon fusion, and Higgs vector-boson fusion,
whilst βg = yttH /ytth is the scale factor with respect to
the SM Yukawa top coupling for H, and it is therefore
used to tune the effective ggF coupling. A similar factor
βV is used for V V H couplings.
The S boson, on the other hand, is assumed to not be
produced directly, but rather through the decay of H. In
principle, it is possible to include S as a singlet scalar
that has interactions with H and the SM Higgs boson
h. Doing this would allow the H to produce S bosons
through the H → SS and Sh decay modes. Here, we
assume the H → Sh decay mode to have a 100% BR.
These assumptions are all achieved by introducing the
following effective interaction Lagrangians:
• Firstly, S is given a vacuum expectation value and
couples to the scalar sector,
LHhS = −

1 h
v λhhS hhS + λhSS hSS + λHHS HHS
2
i

+ λHSS HSS + λHhS HhS ,

(2)

where the couplings are fixed to ensure that the H → Sh
BR is 100%.
• Secondly, S is given Higgs-like BRs by fixing the
parameters in the Lagrangian,
αs
1
α
1
SGaµν Gaµν + κSγγ
SF µν Fµν
LS = κSgg
4
12πv
4
πv
1
α
1
α
+ κSZZ
SZ µν Zµν + κSZγ
SZ µν Fµν
4
πv
4
πv
X
2α
1
mf ¯
−
−
κSf
S f f.
+ κSW W 2 SW +µν Wµν
4
πsw v
v
f

(3)
Additionally, the couplings are globally re-scaled in order
to suppress the direct production of S.
Fixing the BRs of S reduces the number of free parameters in the model. For simplicity the BRs of S are
set to the same as that of a SM Higgs boson in the mass
±
range considered here. In the above Lagrangian, Wµν
=
±
±
Dµ Wν − Dν Wµ , and similarly Zµν = Dµ Zν − Dν Zµ ,
and Fµν is the usual electromagnetic field strength tensor. The covariant derivative is defined as Dµ Wν± =
[∂µ ± ieAµ ]Wν± . Other possible self interaction terms
for S are neglected here, since they are not of any phenomenological interest for our studies.

III.

METHODOLOGY

(1)

These are the effective vertices required so that H couples

The production of h in association with W through
Drell-Yan processes provides the distinct feature that h is
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produced with large transverse momentum (pT h ). A significantly large rate of h can be produced with pT h > mW
where backgrounds can be strongly suppressed. This is
actively used by the LHC experiments to isolate corners
of the phase-space, where the h signal can be effectively
extracted for measurements of the signal strength. This
implies that searches and measurements of W h at the
LHC give preference to regions of the phase-space with
pT h > mW , a considerable bias if one is looking for deviations from the SM in the Higgs sector. This is achieved
either by truncating the phase-space, excluding low pT h
with large backgrounds, or by implementing multivariate analyses that include observables sensitive to pT h ,
where the relative weight of large transverse momentum
production is enhanced.
By contrast, with the BSM signal H(270) →
S(150)h(125), h displays significantly lower transverse
momentum [12]. To a considerable degree, the h signal produced via SM and BSM production mechanisms
appears adjacent, but are distinct regions of the phasespace. The results provided by the ATLAS and CMS experiments pertain to the search and measurement of W h
production in the SM and are not optimal for the search
for new physics in general, and the BSM signal considered here, in particular. Nonetheless, a straw man approach is adopted here whereby results that rely heavily
on pT h , or correlated observables, are discarded. Those
results that explore the phase-space more “inclusively”
are considered here instead.
The experimental results reviewed here pertain to
searches and measurements of W h in the SM, where the
preferred phase-space is identified based on the SM itself. Therefore, in the presence of potential admixtures of
BSM via the production of h through production mechanisms other than those in the BSM, measurements of the
W h signal strength would be naturally biased towards
unity. Even in those cases where the measurement is performed more “inclusively” (i.e. without the application
of stringent requirements on pT h ), results are obtained by
weighting the phase-space according to how the SM populates it. The size of the bias is model dependent and it
is not studied here. The discussion regarding the conservativeness of the results reported in Section IV remains
qualitative.
Table I summarizes the results from ATLAS and CMS
experiments for the SM Higgs boson produced to date in
association with a W boson in leptonic and di-jet final
states. The Higgs decay modes considered here include
h → W W, τ τ, γγ. In the following the main event selection for each analysis is briefly described and the motivation for including or excluding results in the combination
reported in Section IV is discussed.

A.

V h → V WW

The W h results in the h → W W ∗ decay using the Run
1 data sample collected at the ATLAS detector are ob-

tained in two- and three-lepton final states [17], denoted
in the following as 2` and 3`, respectively. The former requires exactly two well isolated leptons with high transverse momentum and is further split in different-flavor
opposite-sign (DFOS) and same-sign (SS) 2` channels.
In the DFOS 2` category the vectorial boson (either
a W or Z boson) associated to the Higgs boson decays
hadronically and produces two jets, while the e± µ∓ pair
originates from the h → W W ∗ process. The SS 2` channel targets W h production when the W boson that radiates the Higgs boson decays leptonically, while one of the
W bosons coming from h → W W ∗ decays hadronically,
and the other - with same charge as the former W boson
- decays leptonically. In both categories lower bounds on
the invariant mass of the lepton pair (m`` ) and on the
miss
missing transverse energy (ET
) are applied, as well as
a veto on events with the presence of b-tagged jets. For
DFOS 2` events, several constraints on the dijet kinematics are required to select jets associated to W/Z bosons.
The rapidity separation between the two highest pT jets,
∆yjj < 1.2, and the invariant mass of these two jets,
|mjj − 85| < 15 GeV, are imposed. Finally, the selection
exploits the kinematics of the lepton pair to be consistent with the h → W W ∗ decay, so the azimuthal angular
separation between the two leptons (∆φ`` ) is required to
be below 1.8 rad and m`` < 50 GeV. In the SS 2` channel a further categorization divides the events by having
exactly one jet or exactly two jets in the final state. Similarly to the DFOS category, a set of requirements on the
minimum invariant mass of a lepton and a jet, the smallest opening angle between the lepton which minimizes
the above variable and a jet, and the transverse mass
miss
of the leading lepton and the ET
(mT ) are used. All
these channels present an observed signal strength which
is above the unity in one to two standard deviations (σ),
as observed in Table I. The measured signal strength of
the 2` categories in ATLAS using Run 1 data results in
3.7+1.9
−1.5 [17]. This result will be used in the combination
of the ATLAS and CMS V h observed signal strength in
this paper.
In the 3` channel the W bosons are expected to decay
leptonically. These events are selected by having exactly
three leptons with total charge of ±1 and at most one jet
in the final state. Events are further categorized depending on the presence of same-flavor opposite-sign (SFOS)
lepton pairs: 0SFOS and 1SFOS. The 0SFOS category
includes e± e± µ∓ and µ± µ± e∓ final states. These types
of events highly benefit from low background contamination and no additional selection is applied. The angular
separation of the Higgs decay lepton candidates (∆R`` )
is used in the likelihood fit to extract the results. The
observed signal strength of the 0SFOS category is 1.7+1.9
−1.4
and it will be considered in the results section. Events
with at least 1SFOS lepton pair require ∆R`` < 2 and
the invariant mass of all SFOS combinations must satisfy
|m`± `∓ − mZ | > 25 GeV in order to reject W Z and ZZ
events. In addition, a multivariate discriminant based on
Boosted Decision Trees (BDT) [28, 29] is used. An im-
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TABLE I. Summary of ATLAS and CMS V h results.
Higgs

Ref. Experiment

decay

√
s, L
TeV, fb

−1

Final

Category

state

ATLAS

DFOS 2j

2.2+2.0
−1.9

X

SS 1j

8.4+4.3
−3.8

X

SS 2j

7.6+6.0
−5.4

X

1SFOS

−2.9+2.7
−2.1

x

0SFOS

1.7+1.9
−1.4

X

2.3+1.2
−1.0

X

DFOS 2j

0.39+1.97
−1.87

X

0+1SFOS

0.56+1.27
−0.95

X

DFOS 2j

3.92+1.32
−1.17

X

0+1SFOS

2.23+1.76
−1.53

X

1`

` + τh τh

1.8 ± 3.1

X

2`

±

e µ + τh

1.3 ± 2.8

X

7, 4.9

1`

` + τh τh

8, 19.7

2`

e± µ± + τh

7, 4.5
8, 20.3
3`

WW
[18]

ATLAS

13, 36.1

3`

1SFOS
0SFOS

[19]

CMS

7, 4.9
8, 19.4

[20]

CMS

13, 35.9

2`
3`
2`
3`

[21]

ττ

[22]

[23]

ATLAS

CMS

CMS

8, 20.3

13, 35.9

7, 5.4
[24]

ATLAS
8, 20.3

7, 5.1
[25]

Used in

CMS
8, 19.7

±

−0.33 ± 1.02

[27]

CMS

13, 36.1

13, 35.6

m`0 `2 used as input
BDT discriminating variable

1SFOS channel uses m`0 `2 in the
BDT but excess driven by 0SFOS
Discrepancy at low m``

Discrepancy at low m``

x

BDT based on pτT1 + pτT2

x

Split p`T1 + p`T2 + pτT at 130 GeV

` + τh τh

2`

±

e µ± + τ h

`ν

one-lepton

` ν, νν

miss
ET

jj

Hadronic

pγγ
Tt > 70 GeV

`ν

one-lepton

miss
at 45 GeV
Split ET

` ν, νν

miss
ET

jj

Hadronic

3.39+1.68
−1.54

X

1.0 ± 1.6

x

−0.16+1.16
−0.79

x

one-lepton

` ν, νν

miss
ET

jj

Hadronic

`ν

one-lepton

` ν, νν

miss
ET

jj

Hadronic

portant BDT input discriminating variable is the invariant mass of the lepton with different electric charge and
the lepton originated from the W boson radiating the SM
Higgs particle (m`0 `2 ). This quantity tends to lower values for H → Sh events compared with the W h process as

miss
> 70 − 100 GeV
ET

miss
> 70 GeV
ET

pγγ
T > 13mγγ /12

γγ
ATLAS

2` combination: µ = 3.7+1.9
−1.5

1`

`ν

[26]

Comments

combination

2`
[17]

µ

0.7+0.9
−0.8

x

`+E miss
pT T

> 150 GeV

`+E miss
pT T

< 150 GeV

150 <

miss
ET

< 250 GeV

miss
80 < ET
< 150 GeV

BDT used based on mjj and pγγ
Tt

2.4+1.1
−1.0

X

miss
Split ET
at 45 GeV (µ = 3.0+1.5
−1.3 )

x

miss
ET
> 85 GeV

X

+2.5
pγγ
T /mγγ not used (µ = 5.1−2.3 )

shown in Figure 1. The same behavior is also observed
for W Z ∗ and Z+jets events. These are the dominant
background contributions for this category and they are
mostly located in the m`0 `2 < 100 GeV region. Given
this feature, it is expected that the BDT discriminates
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FIG. 1. Invariant mass of the lepton with different electric
charge and the lepton originating from the W boson radiating
the SM Higgs particle in the W h 3` channel for several H →
Sh samples (solid lines) compared with the SM V h process
with h → W W (dashed line) generated with Pythia8. The
last bin contains overflow events.

these SM background processes, as well as the H → Sh
signal, in benefit of the target decay: W h → W W W . In
light of this, the observed signal strength in 1SFOS events
will not be combined with results from other categories.
ATLAS has also published more recent W h results using 36.1 fb−1 from the Run 2 dataset [18] for which only
3` channels are considered. The selection strategy follows
that from Run 1, but the usage of multivariate techniques
has also been extended to the 0SFOS channel. In this
case two BDTs are developed to reject W Z and tt̄ events.
Mostly leptonic kinematic variables are used as inputs to
the BDT against W Z backgrounds in the 0SFOS category from which only three are common to the 1SFOS
category: the invariant mass of the Higgs lepton canmiss
and the difference in pseudorapidity bedidates, ET
tween the leptons with the same electric charge. The
BDT against tt̄ uses as input variables hadronic quantities such as the number of jets and the transverse momentum of the jet with highest pT . The observed signal
strength combining all 3` channels shows a deviation of
about 2σ with respect to the SM expectation, as quoted
in Table I, and it will be used in the combination. Besides the channel with at least 1SFOS lepton pair still
makes use of the m`0 `2 as the BDT input discriminating
variable, as it can not be isolated and excluded to the
V h combination exercise. It is important to note that
the 0SFOS category alone would provide a higher discrepancy, as in this case the H → Sh is not expected to
be rejected by the selection criteria. However, the previous statement is diluted in the observed signal strength
result because both categories are combined in Ref. [18].
The CMS collaboration has also published results for
the V h production mode with h → W W ∗ decay using
Run 1 and partial Run 2 datasets [19, 20]. In these re-
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FIG. 2. Di-lepton invariant mass for several H → Sh samples
(solid lines) compared with the SM V h process with h → W W
(dashed line) generated with Pythia8.

sults a V h tagged category is defined by selecting events
with a DFOS lepton pair with at least two jets in the
final state. Similar to the ATLAS Run 1 strategy, mjj
is used to guarantee the consistency with the parent boson mass and |∆ηjj | < 3.5 is applied to avoid overlap
with VBF events. In addition, the leptons are required
to have small ∆R`` since they are expected to be emitted in nearby directions due to the spin-0 nature of the
SM Higgs boson. Finally, mT is required to be between
60 GeV and the mass of the SM Higgs boson. The m``
distribution is used as an input for the template fit to
obtain the signal strength results. Both Run 1 and Run
2 results show a discrepancy between the observed data
and the SM expectation at m`` < 50 GeV. The SM Higgs
boson as well as the H → Sh process are both expected
to concentrate at the low m`` region as shown in Figure 2. As quoted in Table I, the signal strength is below
unity for the Run 1 analysis, while the observed Run 2
data presents an excess of ∼3.4σ. Since the selection is
the same in both cases there is no reason to select one
result and reject the other. In light of the CMS event
selection, the observed signal strengths from the DFOS
category using Run 1 and Run 2 datasets will both be
used in the combination.
Finally, CMS also targets events in the 3` category
which are further split into two channels depending on
the existence of SFOS lepton pairs in the triplet. Opposite to ATLAS, the use of multivariate techniques is
not
by the CMS strategy, and specifically the
P considered
p`Ti variable is not used. To reduce Drell-Yan promiss
cesses a lower bound on the ET
and a Z boson veto are
applied for 1SFOS events. The observed signal strength
for this category is extracted using ∆R`` in the likelihood fit. Table I shows the same trend as previously
discussed for the 2` channel: Run 1 results present a signal strength below one but fully consistent with the SM
due to the large uncertainty. The situation is the oppo-
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FIG. 3. Scalar sum of the transverse momentum of two leptons and a hadronic tau for several H → Sh samples (solid
lines) compared with the SM V h process with h → τ τ (dashed
line) generated with Pythia8. The last bin contains overflow
events.

FIG. 4. Scalar sum of the of transverse momentum of the
lepton and two hadronic taus for several H → Sh samples
(solid lines) compared with the SM V h process with h → τ τ
(dashed line) generated with Pythia8. The last bin contains
overflow events.

site with the partial Run 2 dataset for which the signal
strength is above unity, with a deviation from the SM
expectation of ∼1.3σ. As discussed for the 2` category,
both Run 1 and Run 2 results from CMS will be included
in the combination.

expected similar selection efficiencies for both W h and
H → Sh processes, so these results will be used in the
combination. The observed signal strength in each category is determined from a fit to the reconstructed Higgs
boson candidate mass distribution, resulting in values
above unity with relatively large uncertainties, as shown
in Table I.
Results for the associated production with a W boson
of the SM Higgs particle, when it decays to a pair of tau
leptons, has been delivered by the CMS experiment using
Run 1 and Run 2 data [19, 20]. However, the strategy
and event selection is different for each dataset, and in
the following they will be described. On the one hand,
the `τhad τhad category in CMS Run 1 results makes use
miss
and on kineof a BDT discriminant based on the ET
matics related to the di-tau system. One of the input
discriminating variables is the ratio between the pT of
the two tau leptons over the scalar sum of their transverse momentum (pτT1 + pτT2 ). Figure 5 compares the
pτT1 + pτT2 shapes for both W h and H → Sh processes.
Given the main contribution for each case is located in
different pτT1 + pτT2 regions, it is expected that the BDT
discriminates the H → Sh signal in benefit of the W h
process. On the other hand, the e± µ± τhad category is
further split into two by dividing the scalar sum of the
leptons’ pT at 130 GeV. Figure 3 clearly shows that the
contributions for each process in these two regions are
inversely proportional. The likelihood fit is performed
using the invisible mass of the Higgs decay lepton candidates in each peT + pµT + pτT region. As a consequence
of the different W h and H → Sh contributions shown
in Figure 3, the statistical fit procedure tends to extract
the W h signal strength from the high region where it is
dominant. The contribution from the BSM hypothesis is
expected to not contribute significantly to these results

B.

Wh → Wττ

Results for the associated production of the SM Higgs
boson with a W boson, where the Higgs boson is decaying
into a pair of tau leptons have been performed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations. The strategy in both experiments split the events into two categories, depending
on the number of tau leptons decaying to hadrons (τhad ),
while the W boson is assumed to decay leptonically. In
the first category, the selection requires one electron and
one muon with the same electric charge; and the presence of one τhad candidate in the final state (e± µ± τhad ).
The second category selects events having one electron
or muon accompanied by two τhad candidates from the
SM Higgs decay (`τhad τhad ).
The results from ATLAS are obtained using the Run
1 dataset [21]. The kinematic selection for the e± µ± τhad
category requires the scalar sum of the pT of the electron,
muon and τhad to be greather than 80 GeV. As shown in
Figure 3, this lower bound threshold keeps most of the
W h and H → Sh processes. In the `τhad τhad category
miss
the transverse mass of the lepton and ET
is required
to be above 20 GeV and the two τhad candidates must
be within a ∆R of 2.8. Finally, the scalar sum of the
pT of the lepton and the two τhad is required to be above
100 GeV. Figure 4 compares the spectrum of this variable
for both W h and H → Sh processes. Based on the kinematic selection used in these ATLAS Run 1 results, it is
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FIG. 5. Scalar sum of the transverse momentum of two
hadronic taus for several H → Sh samples (solid lines) compared with the SM V h process with h → τ τ (dashed line) generated with Pythia8. The last bin contains overflow events.

due to the selection criteria. In light of these features,
the Run 1 results from CMS for the W h with h → τ τ
are not considered for the signal strength combination in
this paper.
The CMS strategy for the analysis of the Run 2 dataset
follows a different approach. The category with one τhad
in the final state requires the scalar sum of the pT of the
leptons and the τhad to be above 100 GeV. From Figure 3
it can be seen that the H → Sh efficiency after this cut
is applied is above 70%. Since the Higgs and W bosons
are dominantly produced back-to-back in φ, and they
may have a longitudinal Lorentz boost, that makes them
close in η. As such, two angular separation cuts between
the highest pT lepton and the system formed by the τhad
and the remaining lepton are applied. In the `τhad τhad
category, the threshold on the scalar sum of the lepton
and the two τhad is 130 GeV. As shown in Figure 4, this
cut still keeps about 60% of the H → Sh process. In addition, the vectorial sum of pT of the lepton, the two τhad
miss
candidates and the ET
is required to be below 70 GeV.
Finally, only events with small angular separation of the
two τhad candidates in η are selected. Given the fact that
the event selection is not expected to affect the H → Sh
efficiency dramatically, this result should be used in the
combination. The observed signal strength for this case
presents a deviation with respect to the SM expectation
of about 2σ, as shown in Table I.

C.

W h → W γγ

Results for the associated production of a W/Z boson
with the SM Higgs particle when it decays into a pair
of photons have also been released by the ATLAS and
CMS collaborations using both Run 1 and partial Run
2 datasets [24–27]. The selection criteria in both cases

H[260]→ S[150]h[125]
H[250]→ S[150]h[125]
Vh SM

0.2

0.15

0

s = 13 TeV
Pythia8

0
0

50

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
mjj [GeV]

FIG. 6. Dijet invariant mass in events with two photons and
at least two jets for several H → Sh samples (solid lines)
compared with the SM V h process with h → γγ (dashed
line) generated with Pythia8. The last bin contains overflow
events.

miss
, hence
exploits the presence of leptons, jets and ET
the events are classified into three main categories: W h
miss
one-lepton, V h hadronic and V h ET
.
Events in the V h hadronic category are required to
have a pair of two high-energy jets originating from the
vector boson decay, hence with mjj consistent with the V
boson mass. Figure 6 compares the invariant mass of the
dijet system for the SM Higgs boson associated production and the H → Sh process. For the W h process the
efficiency reaches more than 50% when selecting an mjj
window cut in the range of [60 − 120] GeV. For the BSM
process of interest here, the mjj selection keeps around
20% of the total statistics. Results from CMS make use
of the angle between the diphoton and the diphoton-dijet
system in both Run 1 and Run 2 datasets. The difference
between both CMS strategies is the pγγ
T > 13mγγ /12 requirement, which is only applied in the Run 1 case. Figure 7 shows the ratio between the diphoton transverse
momentum and its invariant mass. The 13pγγ
T > mγγ /12
requirement highly reduces the H → Sh acceptance by
rejecting more than 85% of the BSM events. In light of
this, the CMS Run 1 results will not be used for the combination while the Run 2 can be used as the later analysis
does not rely on the pγγ
T /mγγ variable. From Ref. [27],
the Run 2 CMS results for this category present a deviation from the SM expectation of approximately 2.2σ,
being the measured signal strength 5.1+2.5
−2.3 .
ATLAS uses the magnitude of the component of the
diphoton momentum transverse to its thrust axis in the
transverse plane (pγγ
Tt ). In Run 1 analysis the mjj must
be in the range 60 − 110 GeV and the pγγ
Tt is required to
be above 70 GeV. In Run 2 a BDT with mjj and pγγ
Tt
input variables are used to discriminate the V h process.
miss
The V h ET
category is enriched in events with a
leptonic decay of the W boson, when the lepton is not
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detected or does not satisfy the selection criteria (denoted by `), or with a Z boson decaying into a pair of
neutrinos. In this case the selection criteria relies on the
miss
distribution to select events in the high range. The
ET
strategy from CMS uses a lower bound of 85(70) GeV
miss
for Run 2(1) results. Similarly, ATLAS
on the ET
miss
Run 1 results are obtained by applying a cut on a ET
based quantity which is roughly equivalent to a direct
miss
> 70 − 100 GeV. Finally, in ATrequirement of ET
LAS Run 2 results this category is further split into two:
miss
< 150 GeV and the other with
one requiring 80 < ET
miss
> 150 GeV cut. Given the high thresholds apET
miss
, this category will not be used for the
plied on the ET
combination.
The W h one-lepton class is characterized by a leptonically decaying W boson, hence it targets events with two
photons accompanied with one electron or one muon. In
the Run 2 strategy the events in ATLAS are split using
miss
the transverse momentum of the lepton and the ET
miss
l+ET

50
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200

) at 150 GeV. Figure 8 compares the shape

250
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l+Emiss
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FIG. 7. Ratio between the transverse momentum and the
invariant mass of the diphoton system in events with at least
two jets for several H → Sh samples (solid lines) compared
with the SM V h process with h → γγ (dashed line) generated
with Pythia8. The last bin contains overflow events.
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FIG. 8. Transverse momentum of the lepton and the ET
system in events with two photons and a lepton for several
H → Sh samples (solid lines) compared with the SM W h
process with h → γγ (dashed line) generated with Pythia8.
The last bin contains overflow events.
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FIG. 9. Missing transverse energy in events with two photons and one electron or muon for several H → Sh samples
(solid lines) compared with the SM W h process with h → γγ
(dashed line) generated with Pythia8. The last bin contains
overflow events.

l+E miss
pT T

of the
quantity for W h and H → Sh processes. The high region of the distribution is expected
to contribute more in the likelihood fit, since there the
SM backgrounds are expected to be significantly smaller.
This behavior enhances the W h signal over the background ratio. The BSM process is mostly uniquely lol+E miss
< 150 GeV, so its contribution could
cated at pT T
be diluted in the region where the SM backgrounds are
expected to dominate. The ATLAS strategy for the Run
1 dataset selects W h one-lepton events by applying a cut
miss
on a ET
related quantity. CMS also further splits the
miss
one-lepton category by dividing the ET
spectrum at
45 GeV. Figure 9 shows the missing transverse energy for
events with two photons and a lepton. At this cut value,

the W h process is divided by 50% in each region, being
miss
the events in the high ET
range and the ones driving
the result on the measured signal strength, as discussed
l+E miss
above for the case of the pT T . The H → Sh sigmiss
nal acceptance is approximately 20% in the high ET
region.
The CMS Run 1 results will be discarded in the combination as they are computed including not only the V h
miss
one-lepton category but also the hadronic and ET
ones
as well. Conversely, CMS Run 2 results are produced
in the Higgs simplified template cross section framework
and delivered for the one-lepton and the hadronic categories separately. Aside from the same strategy being
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adopted with Run 1 and Run 2 datasets for CMS, we
can only consider the later set of results as the measured
signal strengths are provided for each analysis category.
The Run 2 CMS result shows a deviation from the SM
expectation of around 2σ. The observed signal strength
+1.5
of the W h one-lepton category is 3.0−1.3
and will be used
in the combination.

IV.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The interpretation of the multi-lepton anomalies at the
LHC reported in Refs. [1, 2] with the decay H → Sh
predicts anomalously large values of the signal strength
of W h. This effect should be visible with the available
results from ATLAS and CMS so far.
Section III provides a comprehensive synopsis of the
current status of the search and measurements of W h
production in the SM, where the available results correspond to the Run 1 and about one fourth of the Run
2 data sets. Table I gives the summary of the available
results and indicates which ones are used in the combination with the appropriate explanation. The overall
combination of the results excluding those discarded in
Table I is µ(W h)Inc = 2.51 ± 0.43. This corresponds
to a deviation from the SM value of unity of 3.5σ. As
discussed in Section III, the estimate made here is based
on searches and measurements biased towards the SM.
Therefore, the true deviation from unity is likely to be
larger.
The impact on the measurement of h-related crosssections due to the BSM signal considered here goes beyond the associated production of leptons, as discussed
here. The measurement of the Higgs boson transverse
momentum and rapidity will also be affected. These effects will be studied with results with the full Run 2 data
set, when available.
While the effect seen here seems in qualitative agreement with the multi-lepton anomalies interpreted with
the simplified model described in Section II, it is important to confront the value of µ(W h)Inc with that expected with the ansatz of Br(H → Sh) = 100% made in
Refs. [1, 2]. Assuming the cross-section σ(H → S ∗ h) =
10 pb, where h is on-shell, one would expect a combined
(including the SM) signal strength of about 6 for the combination of the channels considered in Section III. This
is considerably larger than the signal strength observed
here, notwithstanding the expected bias discussed in Sec-
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